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Annual Report and Proxy. Jamie Dimon. Annual Report (released April ) Chairman & CEO Letter to Shareholders View
Online Â· Chairman and CEO .

In , Chemical Bank acquired Chase Manhattan. Morgan partners, Henry S. Over the following weekend, it
emerged that Bear Stearns might prove insolvent , and on or around March 15, , the Federal Reserve
engineered a deal to prevent a wider systemic crisis from the collapse of Bear Stearns. Dimon was brought in
to head the company. The company also invested in the suppliers of war equipment to Britain and France. Led
by J. In , J. This of course injected a powerful element of politics into the process and invited what today
would be called corruption but then was regarded as business as usual. Still in existence, it is today J. In the s
and early s, Chemical emerged as one of the leaders in the financing of leveraged buyout transactions. Trading
assets and liabilities Trading assets include debt and equity instruments owned by JPMorgan Chase "long"
positions that are held for client market-making and client-driven activities, as well as for certain risk
management activities, certain loans managed on a fair value basis and for which the Firm has elected the fair
value option, and physical commodities inventories that are generally accounted for at the lower of cost or
market market approximates fair value. In many cases, the Firm can reduce or cancel these commitments by
providing the borrower notice or, in some cases, without notice as permitted by law. In , Chemical launched
Chemical Venture Partners to invest in private equity transactions alongside various financial sponsors. In ,
after being barred from securities business for over a year, the heads of J. Shortly before the bomb went off, a
warning note was placed in a mailbox at the corner of Cedar Street and Broadway. Morgan in Large
Corporations, The J. Free the political prisoners or it will be sure death for all of you. After , the bank was
separated from its parent and grew organically and through a series of mergers, most notably with Corn
Exchange Bank in , Texas Commerce Bank a large bank in Texas in , and Manufacturer's Hanover Trust
Company in the first major bank merger "among equals". This merger was largely considered a failure until
Dimonâ€”recently ousted as President of Citigroupâ€”took over and reformed the new firm's
practicesâ€”especially its disastrous technology mishmash inherited from the many mergers prior to this one.
The bank would continue to operate as Morgan Guaranty Trust until the s, before beginning to migrate back
toward the use of the J. Trading liabilities include debt and equity instruments that the Firm has sold to other
parties but does not own "short" positions.


